16 June 1993

1. As a sign of goodwill the Croatian and Serbian military delegation agreed to make a final version and to sign the Agreement to the ceasefire.

2. In view of that, we agree that both sides study the proposed draft of the Agreement and give their version of it, which they will forward through UNPROFOR to the other side within five days.

3. The final text of the Agreement will be agreed upon and accepted at the meeting of authorized delegations that will be arranged by UNPROFOR to the other side within five days.

4. If there is no agreement between the parties, UNPROFOR shall prepare the joint version of the agreement.

5. We recommend to the Commanders to refrain from further fighting, as well as other military activities starting from 18:00 hrs on 17 June 1993.

6. The delegations will receive from UNPROFOR a draft agreement on the ceasefire as discussed not later than 18 June 1993.

[signed] Maj Gen Stipetic, Head of Croatian Military Delegation

[signed] Col Novakovic, Head of Serbian Military Delegation

[signed] Lt Gen L.E Wahlgren, Force Commander UNPROFOR